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PHYSIOLOGICAL ~lECHANLS~IS, ANALYSIS Ai'\D BEHAVIORAL 

SIGNIFICANCE OF TilE ELECTRODER:-..1AL RESrO~SE 

1. L'iTRODUCTION 

" 

This project was directed toward exploration of physiological mechanisms 

underlying the electrodermal response in the hopes of establishing a rational basis 

for quantitative treatment ?f this measure as a behavioral indicant. A further 

objective was to gain a better understanding of the adaptive function of electrodermal 

activity. It was presumed that the role of such activity in our "psy.chological" life 

can be understood if sucl;l behavior is regarded as essentially a biological adaptation, 

modified to fit a social structure. Thus, if electrodermal activity is associated with 

profuse palmar sweating, and this can be shown to be defensive in function, one has 

grounds for interpreting such activity as a sign of fear or anxiety. If, on the other 

' ' 

hand, other forms of electrodermal activity facilitate manipulation or exploration, 

one would put an entirely different interpretation on its ap1=earance. For example, if, 

in a situation which is potentially threatening, one notes evidence of the manipulative 

type of electrodermal activation, it would seem appropriate to conclude that the subject 
' 

is engaged in copL1.g behavior rather than that he is beset with alarm. 

The first portion of this three-year program was devoted primarily to physiological 

investigations. ·An assortment of evidence, covered in the interim reports, helped to 

round out the partially elaborated physiological model of the electrodermal system. 

Among these experiments were microelectrode observations on sweat ducts and the 

areas between the ducts, confirmation of potential responses from the nail bed, study 

) 
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·-......1 electrolytes on electrodermal responses, and finally continuing studies on the sweat 
I 

) 

) 

reabsorption mechanism and its reflex control. These v<.rious findings, when 

integrated with other experimental evidence, lead to the formulation of a model in 

whkh sweat reabsorption played a prominent role and in which such activity was 

. 
reflected in the recovery limb of the skin conductance or resistance response. 

According to this model the sweat gland has a dual function; if it secretes 

profu.sely, the skin surface becomes well-hydrated and resilient and is thus protected 

against abrasion. In a biological sense the animal is now able to scamper over the 

rough ground av-~ay f:rom danger without undue mechanica\ damage to his contact 

areas. For fine manipulation, however, as may be involved in exploration and 
. ~ ... . 

.assessment of cbjects irt the immediate surrounds, tactile requirements arc such 

that the optimum level of surface moisture is somewhere intennediate bet\veen dry 

and wet. It was supposed that regulation of surface r:noisture at light to moderate 

hydration is largely a function of the activity of the sweat reabsorption mechanism. 

Observation of conditions under which reflex sweat .reabsorption occurs led to the 

~onclusion that this mechanism goes into action in preparation for "manipulative" 

tasks. This activity is reflected in increased positive~going" skin potential responses 

and in acceleration of recovery of COfl:ductance responses. 

The m&jor effort of thls investigation was then directed toward the ~laboratlon 

of this recovery limb measure, in terms of its measurement, its relation to amplitude, tc 
.. 

conductance level, and to behavioral state, and to the comparison of its discriminating 

strength with :hat of other electrodermal measures. TI1is report summarizes progress 

to date. It is broken into a series of separate topics rel<:>.ted to these objecti\'es. 

------ •- '~-~~ .. ,..~-,"' ;, '"' :1nnrnnrhte to render as complete a 
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picture as possi.l::le within this report. One full-length paper, "TI1e information con-

tent of the recovery limb of the electrodermal response" (in press) has been in part 

supported by this contract and is included as part of :his final report since it summarizes 

the approach and findings in an optimal manner. 

Iri addit.ion to th'c various sections on the recover}· limb, there is one on the 

relation of vascular changes to skin potential shifts at the surface. Although some of 

this material was described in an interim report, it has now been completed and com

posed as an integrated manuscript to be submitted for publication, and is, therefore, 

included in toto in this report. 
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coupling time constant of 10 seconds, the loss of sensitivity becomes negligible for 

all but the very slowest recovery limbs. 

Recovery rate was found to be capable of distinguishing between many be-

havioral states, even when response amplitude or response frequency could not. 

Thus, to name a few, it distinguished: orienting responses to a light flash from 

responses to the same flash when it took on signal properties, responses to an 

alert~g signal from those to a task-execution signal, the resting state from various task 

situations, mirror tracing from bad.-ward counting or cold pressor exposure, problem 

solving from perceptual or psycho-motor behavior, a deception task from a reaction 

time task. In the course of these comparisons it was found that recovery :rate be-
. , 

. ~. I 

came slower with habituation, even in a deception task, a::1d that it was also slowed 

by the entry of a fright stimulus into a task situation. It failed to distinguish a decep-
• 

tive response from a non-deceptive response in a given seri~s of queries when differ-

ences were comp:1red across the entire population, but individual. subjects did frequently 

show a clifference. The design of this experiment was unfortunately aimed at group 

analysis and the number of deceptive responses for a given subject was insufficient to 

evaluate this individual effect statistically. , 

An overview of the effect of the various task and stimulus situations upon electro· 

dermal recovery rate indicates that acceleration of recovery reflects mobilization for 

goal-oriented performance. That the determining factor was not general activation 
I 

per se was evidenced by the slow recovery accompanying a cold pressor exposure, 

shown by other electrodermal indicants to be as activating as were performance tests 

) associated with rapid recovery. 
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The recovery measure for a given individual in a standard situation wos 

sho\'m to be relatively stable over a period of 5 consecutive weeks. There were large 

characteristic individual differences between individuals even though they changed in 

the same direction when changing behavioral conditions. Efforts to find a behavioral 

trait associated wit:.1 recovery rate were generally unsuccessful although fast recovery 

in a standard task (reaction time) was found to be associated with low anxiety (SAQ), 

and with a tendency to maintain electrodermal response withO'lt habituation during 

a reaction time series. This was seen as further evidence supporting the interpreta-

tion of fast recovery as reflecting mobilization for goal-directed behavior, since these 

same subjects habituated to a series of non-signal tones just as fast as did subjects 

with slow recovery rate. It is still uncertain as to whether the difference in recovery 

) 
rate betw·een problem solving and simple perception indicates a specific difference in 

the effects of cognitive and perceptual behaviors on recovery, or_whether this simply 

means that the problem-solving task was associated with higher an."Ciety. 

An examination of the relationship of recovery rate to other parameters of the 

response showed it to have a low negative correlation with amplitude, that is, responses 

of higher amplitude in a given behavioral state tended to have slightly slower recovery. 

When measured between different behavioral states, howev-~r, there was ·often a tendency 

for the reverse to be true. In view of the evidence showing that mobilization for goal· 

directed behavior is associated with faster recovery, this observation probably reflects 

the fact that mobilization for task perlorrnance frequently causes an increase in activation 

resulting in electr::>dennal responses of high amplitude. This same conside_ro.tion probaply 

explains the fact that recovery rate is related (positively) to skin conductance level in 

) 
- - . - - ,_ 
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During the coLLrsc of a comparison of the discriminating strength of the 

recovery rate measure with other electrodermal measures, a new frequency measure 

was devised. TUs measure is different from other measures of !'GSR frequency" or 

"count" in that it examines, for any given task or epoch, not the total number of re~ 

' 

sponses but rather the maximum frequency displayed i.n a "burst" of three consecutive 

responses. This measure, termed f max, demonstrated a surprising strength in 

dist~guishing between stimulus conditions, although not the same conditions as were 

distinguished by recovery rate. Thus f max distinguished the deceptive response from 

listening to instructions, but recovery rate was not able to do so. Contrariwise, 

recovery rate d:.stinguis!1ed perception from problem so:ving while f max did not. 

The highest· f max and the fastest recovery rates were both found during the reaction 

) time test, but the level off max reached by any subject during this task, unlike recove1y 

rate,. bore no relation to his trait anxiety. 

A companion study, one directed at the physiological basis of skin potential 

levels and changes, demonstrated that a one minute engorgement of cutaneous vessels 

produces a slow negative shift and upon release of the cuff a sudden positive shift. 
I . 

With arterial occlusion these potential shiits were opposite in direction and greater in 

magnitude. Although changes were generally not over 0.5 mv they raise the possibility 

that vasomotor responses may be accompanied by surf2.ce potential waves. Whether 

these shifts were mediated by an effect of the vascul<J.r state on sweat gland potentials 

or whether they represent changes in vascular potentials remains to be determined. 

\ 
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3. ON THE ~lEASURE}.'lENTOF ELECTRODER~1AL P..ECOVERY RATE: 

RATIONALE 

The measurement of electrodermal recovery rate may be approached in several 

ways, all of which have in common the assumption that"rhere is an intrinsic recovery 

rate characteristic which may be the same for waves of greatly varying amplitudes. 

An example of such a condition is that for the exponential curve in which a characteristic 

time constant or rat~ constant may be common to all members of a family of curves of 

different amplitudes. Darrow (1937) concluded that the recovery limb of the skin 

resistance res?onse (SRR) is exponential in form, and additional evidence, to be pre· 

sented here, supports this interpretation. 

Methods for evaluating the rate constant of the electrodermal recovery limb are 

)· suggested from examination of the differential equation describing the exponential rela

tion. The process described by this relation is one in which a variable changes at 

a rate, dE/ dt, which at any instant is a linear function of the magnitude of that variable. 

Thus, for the case-of voltage change in a condenser discharge . 

. 1) 

which may signify, for example, that the voltage drops by 5% per second, in which case 

.05 is the constant characteristic of such a process. 

Rate Constant 

The integral of the above expression provide::; the common express ion for 

exponential decay, namely 
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-l where E
0 

is the starting level and E is instantaneous voltage at time, t; k is the rate 

constant (rc). If E is deca.ying to zero as its asymptote, 

3) 
;::-- _ r:- -/rt 

.,..._ - ;::.. o e 

When t = 1/k, E == E0 /e• that is, it equals 37% of its original value. This time, which 

is equal to the reciprocal of the rate constant, is called :he time constant {tc) and, 

like the rate constant, is characteristic of the process and independent of amplitude. 

All curves having this same ·characteristic regardless of their starting point may be 

superimposed upon the. same large exponentia.l curve. Thus, to the extent that the 

electrodermal recovery Jimb is exponential, it may be matched to an exponential 

curve of the same rate constant. This is the basis of the use of an overlay method 

) for determining the time constant by curve.matching as described in section 6. 

Half-Time 

From equation (2) it can be shown that decay hall-time, that is, the time taken 

for decay to become 50% completed, is equal to 0. 7 tc and is a constant for all waves 

having the same time constant, independent of their amplitude. This measure, the 

recovery half-time, represents a second means of expressing recovery rate and is . 
also described in section 6. 

Logarithmic Writeouts 

Equation (2) represents a means of determining the degree to which the recovery 

limb fits an exponential curve, Expressed in common logarithmic form, 

) 
4) I f - /_ ~ ;::- -· k t 
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from which it follows :.hat a writcout kJ.Ving log;J.rithmic vertical compi:cssion should 

give for exponential curves. a straight line whose slope is a- k/2. 3. The upper trace 

in Figure 1 is a writeout of an exponential curve obtained by capacitor discharge :1nd 

a recording of J. few skin conductance responses. fu.seline of the skin conductance 

trace has been adjusted so that responses are recovering to approximately zero voltage. 

Below are the same waves recorded through a lot,:rarithmic coopression circuit. Note 

that the portion of the recovery limb which is exponential in fonn starts about one 

second after respons~ peak. The slope of the linear portion of the logarithmic 

recqvery limb is proportional to the rate constant provided the asymptotic voltage is 

zero. Since. this is not ~o. such a method cazmot be used dir~ctly. One may, however, 

apply the second derivative to achieve this end. 

J'fhe time de-rivative of equation (1) is 

which may be written: 

5} -- or 

Integrating, 

c. _)r t 
which indicates that the first derivative of an exponential curve is also e.~ponential as 

is its second derivative. The slope of the log-compressed writeout of the first . 

derivative is then proportional to k and unlike the case for the primary (DC) write· 

) out, the curve, as required, decays toward zero becJ.use of the capacitative coupling 

· '-- ~":~ •.. .,..;~,.,,..,,'" hu Plc>r_rronic conversion. Since 
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Figure 1. Upper trace: direct writeout of a condenser discharge (CAP) and skin 
conductance trace (SC). Paper speed 1 mm/ sec. Lower trace: same as upper 
but with logari:hmic compression. 

Figure 2. Diagram of method for measuring the rate :::onstant by tan A/H. 
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one is tempted to produce a writeout of d log E1/dt to obtain an amplitude reading 

directly proportional to the rate constant. Unfo~tunately, d log E~/dt often has such 

a low magnitude in the exponential portion of the recovery limb that its analog form 

cannot serve reliably as the expression for the rate constant. A similar problem 

·arises if one attempts to deten:nine the rate constant from the log-compresse~ first 

derivative curve (log d E/dt) by manual measurement of the tangent of the acute 

angle produced between the linear portion of the recovery limb· and baseline • 

........ , 
Second Derivative 

Yet another method may be derived from the se.cond derivative form. From 

equation (5) _./1 
~ ·-
~I 

'Thus, one may determine the recovery rat'~ constant by calculating at any point on the 

recovery limb the quotient of the second derivative ..;- the first derivative. In practice 

the method is not too feasible because tli~ magnitude of E11 is so low in the exponential. 

region of the recovery limb that it frequently is excee:ied by the noise level of the 

trace, which becomes rather high for the analog second derivative. 

Amplitude-Slope Method 

Another solution is one which requires an amplitude measure as well as a slope. 

) 
From equaticn (1), it is seen that 

]""/ 
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the slope of E, or its first derivative. TI1is is a most useful expression. From it, 

one can obtain the value for k by taking the slope and amplitude of any point on the 

exponential portion of the decay (Figure 2). TI1c slope is tan A. Tn practice it must 

be chosen at a point at or beyond the inflection point on the recovery limb. Because a 

-
measurement of wave amplitude would seem to be more precise and because such a 

measurement could be used independently as an index of responsivity, a test was 

rnade.of the relation of H to h (Figure 2), i.e., of peak amplitude to the amplitude at 

the inflection point. TI1e product-moment correlitions for 20 responses on each of 

6 subjects were: • 97, • 99, • 99, • 99, • 99, and • 96. Thus a convenient substitute 

measure for the rate constant is . . 

6) 
io!J A 

!-I 
This method showed a correlation of 0. 81 ~vith measurements made by the templ.ate 

metho~ on the same 66 responses. In making the slope measurement, a line is drawn 

. 
parallel to the recovery limb at its inflection point. The acute angle at the intersection . . 

of this line with the horizontal is measured and its tangent obtained from tables~ Anothe 
I 

relation in conjunction with this method penn its a relatively simple approach to auto-

mated calculation of the rate constant. The peak slofe of the ascending limb is found 

to be linearly related to the ma..ximum amplitude of the primary writeout (Edelberg, 196: 

A validation check of this relationship in the present investigation confirmed this. 

Measurement of 44 responses having uncomplicated ascending limbs gave a correlation 

of 0. 94 between the two measures. Hence one may substitute for I-I the maximum first 

derivative o: the ascending limb, and for t:D.n A the maximum first derivative of the 
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4. ON THE ~1E.c\SURE~1El\'T OF ELECTRODER:\1AL RECOVERY RATE BY 

I 

PREFERRED :WffiTHODS: TESTIL\G At\TI CO~!PARISON 

A) Logarithmic Compress ion 

In the discussion of the various means of computing electrodermal recovery 

rates it was shown that the first derivative of the logarithmic writeout of ~he recovery 

limb is directly proportional to the rate constant. This is true when logarithmic com-

pression is accomplished by electronic means, but only if the wave is recovering to 

a zero voltage level. In such cases, the region of the recovery limb immediately 

following the peak (by about 1 second) is linear, and it is this portion whi~h should 

reflect the rate "constant." Unfortunately the DC- recorded trace rarely recovers to 

zero voltage as its asymptote. Since the first derivative does have essentially a zero 

) voltage asymptote, logarithmic compressiofl. of such a writeout should offer a linear 

section of the recove.-:y limb whose slope is proportional to the rate constant. Un-

fortunately, tl'.e electronically ·differentiated recovery slope is often of such low 

amplitude that log compression and manual measurement pose a problem in accuracy. 

It has been shown, however, (Section 5) that the rec .. 'yery rates of electrodermal 

responses recorded with capacitance coupling are highly correlated with those computed 

from a DC record provided the coupling has a time constant of 6 seconds or longer. 

Such condenser-coupled records do approximately satisfy the requirement that the 

asymptotic voltage is zero. If a record of this kind is subjected to logarithmic com-

pression, the recovery limbs should show a linear portion whose slope is proportional 

to the rate constant (Figure 3). This ~tudy examined such records to determine the 

) degree to whL::h the rate measure computed from their slopes were correlated with the 
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Figure 3. Recording of skin conductance through normal DC (upper), capacitance 
coupling with a 6-second time constant (middle), and log compression of ::he 6-second 
Wliteout (lower). Paper speed l1nm per second, nonnal size. 
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Method 

Ins trumcnta tion 

Skin conductance was recorded on a Beckman Dynograph with direct coupl-

ing (channel 1). The pen (1) output was coupled to the 2 megohm input of another DC 

channel through a 3-microfarad condenser to obtain the o-second time constant. The 

pen (2) output of this second channel was placed in series with a 220 K resistor and a 

-silicon diode (fexas Instruments G-129). The voltage developed across the diode is 

a logarithmic. representation of the pen (2) output (Kahn, 1962). This voltage was fed 

L'lto a third channel of the Dynograph and, with zero input into channel (1), and the 

recording completely restored to baseline, the zero position of pen 2 was adjusted 

until the voltage across the diode was forNard_ biassed by i). 25 volt: Polarity was 

arranged so th.at an electrodermal response produced increasing forward bias on the 

diode. 

Measuring Technique 

A straight line is drawn parallel to the linear portion of the recovery slope in 

d.-

the region immediately after the peak of the response (Figure 4). On can then 
I' 

measure the acute angle (A) which this line makes with the horizontal, and obtain 

its tangent from tables. This va.lue. is directly proportional to recovery rate con~tant. 

An alternative method is to use the L·shaped scale shown in Figure 4. The ver·t~ ~al 

limb is set so that it passes through the intersection of tl:e slope with the upper edge 

of the paper channel. The horizontal distance from this point to the intersection of 

the slope with the bottom edge of the paper channel can be read dire'ctly off the metric 

) scale on the foot of the L. Since tan A is proportional to the rate constant, 1/tan A 

· ------ 1: - 11~~- ,\- 1-. ~,...., nrhnrP hi.<:: :1 C':()nStant). 
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Figure 4. Me::~.surement of recovery rate by measurement of angle A or intercept d. 
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Also, since tan A= H/d where H is the scale height and dis the horizontal distance 

measured, d:::. J:L ::6 H(-l:<:.} .. Since Hand bare constants, dis directly pro-
-t~'f'\A . 

portioml to the tirr"e constant. 

Results 

The recovery time constants of 66 resr'"'nses recorded on magnetic tape were 

read by the electronic method described in Section 4C. This method consists of 

measuring the peak positive and peak negative first derivatives of the electrodermal 

response. and dividing one by the other. The same populat:.on.of responses was sub-

jected to the template measurement (Section 6), to the amplitude-slope method 

(H/tan A}, a·nd also to the log-compressed AC recording as described here. Produ~t-

moment correlations were determined between the values obtained by the logarithmic 

) method and those from the three other methods. Values were as follows: 

Log1 E. 

Lc.g' E 

Log1 E 

vs. electronic computer 

vs. amplitude-slope 

vs. template 

0.59 

0.87 

0.86 

The range of d ir~ the log method was 3 to 47 mm which corresponds to an 8:1 range 

in time constants. The correlation of the log measure with response amplitude was 

like many of the other measures low and positive (r = 0.37, .E. <.01). 

Because of the simplicity of the manual measurement involv~d in the measure-

ment of log' E, and especially because of its independence from knowledge of baseline 

level, this seems to be a measure of choice. It has one draw-back, Il3.mely the neces-
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) B) .~vfcasurcmcnt of the Altituclc:Slope Intercept Along Baseline ())) 
I 

The notat.ion H/tan A, that is, the amplitude-slope measure, lc<1ds to yet another 

approach to time constant measurement. In Figure 5 it is seen that tan A is approxi-

mately equal to H/0 where D is the distance along the e·xtended baseline included be-

tween the altitude (line H) and the extension of the recovery limb slope. As a result, 

H/tan A reduces approximately to D. The measurement or' D in practice is not unlike 

the task of measuring t/2, the time for half recovery, but it has the advantage that D 

is about 75% larger than t/2 and, therefore, incurs a smaller relative error in measurer 

ment. Furthermore, it allows measurement of a considerable number of responses 

which fail to recover by 50% prior to the onset of the subsequent response. 

To test :he usefulness of this method the values of D were measured for the 

) same 66 response5 used to compare the other methods. Values of D ranged from 1. 2 

to 8 seconds. Because the paper speed was only 1 mm/second, measurement was 

not very precise, but the correlation with the measurements obtained by H/tan A was 

neve7't;-:eless 0. 90, and with those obtained with the curve·matching method, 0. 82. 

Correlation with the electronic method was 0.63 and w!th log1 E 0. 86. At a somewhat 

higher paper speed, e.g., 2 to 2. 5 mm/second, this is a very satisfactmy method, 

especially since the value of D, when expressed in seconds, can be readily converted 

to the time constant by the use of a constant factor. The use of a standard notation 

is highly desirable in making comparisons between results at different laboratories, 

and the use of the time constant or rate constant seems a reasonable choice for such 

standardization. To derive the conversion factor forD, one must keep in mind the 

) fact that in precise terms, tc = h/Tan A which is equal to din Figure 5. From this 
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Figure 5. ::V:easurement of recovery rate by altitude-slope intercept, D. 

) 
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h~ 

--
d 

1-{ + <2. 

D. 
Or' d- h -D 

Hte. 
Measurements on 40 responses gave a mean value of 0. 74 for h/H + e, whence 

7) tc = o.7Jf D 

To convert H/tan A to tc, one must consider the re:ation of H/tan A to 

h/Tan A. Since 

t<:::: _h_ 
tan A 

h f-{ - ·-----t CIVl A H 
the conversion factor h/H must be determined. Calculations of h/H from 20 responses 

on each of 6 subje·::ts gave mean values of: 

From this 

8) 

0.84 
0.86 
0.76 
0.84 
0.89 
0.85 

X= CJ. 84 

H 

The agreement of these two relations were tested on 65 responses, with results 

as follows: 

Notation 

D 
H/tan A 

X 

2.70 
2.34 

Factor 

0.74 
0.84 

Computed tc 

2. 00 seconds 
1. 97 seconds 
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This agreement is surprisingly close and gives confidence in the reliability if not 

the validity of these measures. TI1eir agreement v:ith tc values obtained by curve-

matching is not nearly as impressive, the mean of that measure being 2.59 seconds. 

The possible cause of this discrepancy is described below. 

The. Position of the Asymptotic Level and Its Effect upon Recovery Rate Measurement 

All methods described, whether curve-matching, t/2, D, or H/to.n ~= depend 

for their validity upon the accurate choice of the asymptotic level to which the exponen-

tial portion of the recovery limb is decaying. The only exceptions to this are cases 

in which E 1 /Ell or d (log E)/dt are used to determine tc. In the other four measures, 

the conductance or resis.tance level at point of response onset has been us<:;d as the 

asymptote, but it is clear from inspection that in numerous cases such an assumption 

) is erroneous. Uncertainty as to the level of the asymptote, and in fact a systematic 

error in estimating it may explain the fact that recovery rate is found to have a 

correlation with response amplitude. This correlation though low is consistent for 

different methods of measurement and is significant. Examples of the correlation 

for measures on the same population of 65 responses are: 

r p 
Amplitude vs. ElectrCC~.i"c tc .37 <.01 

Amplitude vs. Template tc .35 <.01 

Amplitude vs. Log1 E .37 <.01 

True asymptotic level may be detennined in the followin~ way. In Figure 6, 

tangents to the recovery limb have been drawn at points 1 and 2. It has been s ho\m 

) 
P:l rliP.r that the time constant of an exponential curve:::: h/tan A or d in Fig'c~re 5. If 
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from either point should be identical. 111c correct asymptotic level will be that at 
) 
' 

When this method was applied to a number of skin conductance responses, the 

asymptotic level was found to vary, sometimes falling qlmost on the baseline, but 

more often considerably above it, occasionally ncar the pea~ of the wave. As ~ 

consequence, the v<:.lues for tc calculated from curve-matching, t/2, D or H/tan A, 

are usually too large, but since all are altered in the same direction by this effect, 

the inter-correlations are not seriously disturbed. Moreover the error introduced 

after conversion of eid1er D or H/tan A to tc is the same, hence the agreement of 

the mean time constants obtained from these two measures. Such is not the case for 

the curve-matching technique. In this case the error is considerably greater and 

is a likely explanation for the discrepancy shown in the previous section. Since the 

) 
other methods are less subject to this error, it arg-Ues in favor of the abandonment 

of curve matching in favo-r of D, H/tan A, or t/2. Since measurement of D allows 

measurement of more responses than does t/2 and e~tails no more work than for 

t/2 and less work than for H/tan A, it is considered the method of choice. M<:>re-

over, it is faster than curve matching, requires less training, and the one judgement 
' 

to be made, namely the placing of a straight edge parallel to the recovery limb at its 

steepest point is a simpler one than is curve fitting. 

To reiterate, me most advantageous method for measurement of tc is to 

measure D, using the conversion: 
.. 

tc =0.74 D 

) 



or, for rate consw.nt: 

rc = 1.35 
D 

20 

It will be recalled that 1:\vo alternative methods for measurement of recovery 

rate are inherently independent of any knowledge of baseline or asymptote. The 

first of these is E 1/E11 
, i.e., the ratio of the first to second deriv~tive at any 

point on the exponential portion of the recovery limb. The difficulties with this 

approach have already been discussed. It does not appear to be feasible at this 

time. The seccnd alternative, d (log E)/dt, that is, the slope of the linear portion 

of the logarithmically-compressed recovery limb does appear useful, but only with 

a condensor-coupled recording and with log-compression circuitry. 

C) Electronic Computation 

As discussed in Section 3 the notation H/tan A forms the basis of an approach 

to automatic on -line calculation by an analog computer. The analog approach takes 

advantage of the high linear relation of the peak first derivative of the ascending limb 

of the DC electrodermal recording and the peak amplitude of the wave (Pearson's r · 

close to 1). Also convenifmt is the fact that tan A is the maximum first derivative of 

the recovery limb. Hence: 

H 
I 

£+ 
,£_!_" 

) . 
where E~ is the maximum first derivative of·the ascending limb, E_ is the same for the 

recovery limb, and g is a constant. 

There ;;.re several complications in the use of this expression for computing 
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} so that a storage requirement exists. The usc of h/tan A (Figure 5} \':auld be more pre

cise and because hand tan A are taken simultaneously, would be easier to progro,m, 

but it would require measurement of h in terms of its distance above the baseline or 

preferably above the asymptotic level. This becomes a problem in DC recording, 

because of expected baseline shifts, and such an approach does not lend itself readily 

to analog computation without cumbersome programming. 

. Secondly, because responses in close sequence interact, contingencies must 

appear in the program for selection of waves meeting standard criteria. These 

criteria are: 

(a) The time of onset of any measurable response must be at least 7 

seconds after the onset of the previous response. This is neces

sitated by the fact that recovery rate of a small wave superimposed 

upon the recovery of a preceding larger on~ is spuriously rapid. The 

effect i.s shown in Figure 7a. . 

{b) Responses which do not last at least 4 seconds prior to the onset of 

a successive wave must not be accepted for measurement. This 

re::Iuirement prevents measurement of a wa:ve whose peak negative-

going first derivative is cut short by the or.set of another wave (Figure 7b). 

Method 

A combination of analog computer and digital logic circuitry is used to meet 

the conversion, storage, and contingency gating requirements of the computation. 



) 
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a b 

Figure 7. (a) Spurious acceleration of recovery limb of response C by reason of its 
position on the recovery limb of response B. Response A is similar to C but occurs 
on a resting baseLi:le. ·(b) Spurious registration of peak slope of recovery limb due to 
interruption prior to peak (at arrow). 
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The skin conductance response is recorded with a constant voltage bridge 

whose output, ptoportional to skin conductance, is fed into a Beckman Dynograph 

amplifier. 1l1e voltage at the iJCn output is fed into two other channels, each using 

a O.l·second coupling time constant, thereby achieving ccrivation of the trace. 

The output of one of these is used to fire a Schmitt trigger to start analysis at the 

onset of a response. The output of the other is sorted into positive-going and 

negative-going components by the use of diode clippers which feed their respective 

signals to storage capacitors. This storage is arranged as a peak memory circuit 

so that after a response is over, one of the two capacitors is charged up to the peak 

voltage of the positive first derivative, the other the neg~tive. Upon a command 

signal from the associated logic circuitry, both capacitors are read simultaneously 
\ 

by two separate voltage 4 to-frequency converters. These feed into a preset counter 

programmed to divide one frequency by the other, thus accomplishing the computation 

of E{JE! or its reciprocal. The quotient is fed into a digital printer and at the same 

time the value of the positive-goingderivative (E1) is printed out on another printer 

to furnish amplitude data. Details of the arrangement are shown in Figures Sa and Sb. 

Control Logic System 

This sy::tem must recognize the onset. of a response, must screen out responses 

which fail to meet the two time criteria, must time and command readout and print, 

and must reset the storage capacitors. It must also decide, on the basis of a minimum 

amplitude criterion, which responses are large enough to measure without incurring 

.) unacceptable error bec.1use of low signal-to-noise ratio. These der:rr.:mds o.re. met by 
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A free-running pulse generator (A) is set to fire at a rate of one per second, 

Its output is fed int.J a binary counter (Figure 9). The onset of a response serves to 

zero the counter sc that time gating of subsequent operations may be standardized. 

This is accomplished by using the first derivative signal from pen 2 of the dynograph. 

This signal is fed to a Schmitt trigger which fires whenever a positive·going wave 

occurs in the first derivative trace. Firing of the Schm1tt trigger not only resets the 

binary counter to start counting at the next second, but also fires a one-shot having 

a 4.1-second output pulse. The.ascending limb of this pulse fires a second one-

shot whose 0.5-second output is used to trip a reed relay to discharge the storage 

capacitors (reset). The primary purpose of the 4.1-second one-shot, h.owever, 

is to act as a gate to prevent processing of the response.if a second wave starts with-

in 4.1 seconds after onset. This is accomplished by feeding these one-shot pulses 

) 
into a quadruple and-gate, the other three inputs of which are fed from the 0-0-1 

"terminals of the b:.nary counter. When 4 seconds of counting are up, the and-gate 

can fire only if the one-shot has not returned to its off-state. If this condition is 

met, the and-gate output acts as a command to the pre-set counter to take the quotient 

of the two storage outputs. The preset counter, after finishing the division, signals 
I 

the printer to prkt. The quadruple and-gate also fires a one-shot whfch advances ~ 

decade counter used to number the responses on the printout. If a second or third 

response occurs during the initial 4-second period, the 4 .1-secon~ one-shot is reset 

and its off condition output serves as an inhibit signal to the and-gate'. 

The requirement for at least 7 seconds between processed waves is met by 

the use of a triple and-gate and two flip-flops interposed between the Schmitt trigger 

) 
and the 4.1-second one-shot. The triple o.nd-go.te is fed by a 1-1-1 output from the 
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binary counter so that it fires .:lt 7 seconds after the Schmitt trigger l'as sign;.11led 

start of the response. Its output resets the two flip- flops and allows a subsequent 

firing of the Sch:nitt trigger to fire the 4.1-second one-shot. Until this triple and

gate fires again seven seconds later, any pulse coming through after the 4 seconds 

of processing cannot fire the one-shot and therefore cannot initiate another co1pputing 

sequence. The cwo flip-flops are connected in such a way that the 4.1-second one-

shot cannot be fired again until the triple and-gate fires again. Thus no computation 

can be started lL,less the binacy counter has been allowe:::i to count for seven seconds 

after the start of the last response. Any response occurring during these seven seconds 

starts the count over again •. 

Results 

This system proved to be very accurate, the prir:t-out data agreeing very 

closely with values obtained by hand measurement of the positive and negative peaks 

of the first derivative trace. Values of E1 and of the time constants obtained by the 

two methods for each of twenty solitary responses of a writeout are plotted against 

each other in Figure 10. From this standpoint the system is very reliable. The 

major source of error is caused by responses in which the ascending limb is in fact 

a slurring of two responses into a single one without an intermediate peak. In such a 

case the Schmitt trigger fails to recognize the second response because the derivative 

bas not recrossed baseline (Figure 11). The maximum slope is that of one of the two 

slurred components rather than being additive and is not consistent with total H. The 

value computed electronically is, therefore, considerabty less than that computed 
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Figure 11. Breakdown of linear relation between primary amplitude and first 
derivative amplitude in duplex response F. Simple responses D and E show linear 
relation. 
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The above deficiency may explain the relatively low correlation of time 

constants derived electronically fl'om those obtained by the various manual methods. 

The ('-:rrelations with other measures for the same population of 65 responses 

analyzed elsewhere in this paper were as follows: 

Electronic vs. LogIE 0.59 

Electronic vs • H/ tan A 0.68 

Electronic vs. Template 0.42 

Another problem with the electronic method lies in the selection of the minimum . 

threshold for triggering the Schmitt trigger. If this is chosen too low, many clean high 

amplitude waves are lost because of the occurrence of a miniscule wave in the previous 

) 
7 seconds. If set too high many perfectly useable waves are lost. The compromise 

between these two conditions is difficult. With the panicular threshold used in this 

test (16% of half scale), the system accepted 65 of 86 resp:::mses which met amplitude 

criteria, the remainder being rejected because of temporal contingencies. The total 

number of responses, however, was far greater than .the 65 having adequate amplitude. 

For a threshold 8% of half scale (i.e., 4% of' full channel width), the total number of 

responses reaching amplitude criterion would have been 188. 

While this automatic system meets minimum requirements for an operationally 

satisfactory system, its susceptibility to spurious readings of relative wave amplitude 

when multiple responses fuse in the ascending li.mb is a r~ther serious disadvantage. 

It appears possible to construct an on-line analog system Jsing one of the other 

) 
approaches and in this regard the measurement of the slope of u.1.e log-compressed 
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D) Summan' of Connarisons 13ctwccn (\1casures 

For convenience a summary of the various intcrcorrclo.tions examined is shown 

in the rna trix in Table 1. 

Table 1. Correlations between time constants measured in different ways on the same 
65 responses. -

Template Electronic Log1 E H/tan A D 

t/2 .94 
Template .42 .86 .81 .82 
Electronic .59 .68 .63 
Log"E .87 .86 
H/tan A .90 

The overall Ugh correlation between the various manual measures gives confidence 

. . 
that a fundamental form characteristic of the recovery limb ~s in fact unoer examination. 
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various couplings into a Beckman Dynogroph equipped with rectilinear ink writers. 

Time constants of 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10 seconds and DC were used. Time constants 

were measured by the amplitude-slope method described elsewhere. Forty responses 

were selected widl tho qualification that they must start at least seven seconds after 

the start of the previous wave, must have an amplitude at least 5 mm (full scale was 

. 40 mm) and must not be interrupted by a successive wave until at least 50% recovery 

was completed. In each case the rate constant was calculated from tan A/H. Values 

for each coupling condition were matched with those from the DC record to compute 

a Pearson's procuct-moment correlation. 

Results 

The correlations found at each value of coupling time cons~nt <:re shown in 

Table 2. 

Table 2. Correlation between recovery rates (tan A/H) computed ·from DC records 
and 6ose from capacitance-coupled records taken with various coupling 
time constants. 

R-C . Slope Of 
Time Constant Pearson's r Line Of 

(Coupling) Regression 

1 Seconds .33 . 32 
2 " .51 .44 
3 " .72 .27 
4 " .80 .59 
6 " .86 .43 
8 " • 90 .68 

10 " .86 .86 
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0:ote that !11gh correlations are found for 6, 8, and 10 second coupling constants, 

·) tl1at is when the coupl1ng time constant approaches the time constant of the slowest 

waves in the popuJation (see Sections 6 Jnd 8). The corrcbtion reaches a relativdy 

constant level at coupling constants of 6 seconds or longer. This constant lev .... ! is 

less than 1, and is in part indicative of the departure of the relation from linearity 

and in part of the repeat measurement reliability. I3y comparison the repeat measure-

ment reliability for the template measure found in the earlier study was 0. 93 (coefficient 

of concordance). 

The DC values of the recovery limbs are plotted against the rate constants found --
with each coupling constant in Figure 12~ As expected, rate constants are increased as 

compared with the DC value, with greatest acceleration fcund when shortest coupling 

constants were used. ~!oreover, at any given coupling constant, those recovery limbs 

·) having the shottest rate constants (longest time constants) ar~ affected the most. Be-

cause of this, the relationship between DC rate constants and those found with capacitance 

coupling is non -linear. Short coupling constants not only cause a greater scattering of 

points, making the measure less sensitive, but also affect the slope of the relation as 

seen in Table 2. 

Since, as discussed elsewhere, the rate constant ::>f the first derivative is 

the same as that of the primary wave, one may wonder why intermediate coupling con-

scants, e.g., 1 second, do not give as good a relation. The answer lies in the fact 

that the time constant for obtaining the first derivative must be so short that all 

responses, long and short, are affected similarly. Wit::1 the 
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intermediate coupling constants used here, the slower waves will be differentially 

affected and the relationship breaks down. 

These results imply that the usc of a capacitance~couplcd system having a 

time constant of 6 seconds or longer is suitable for the de:crmination of recovery 

. . 
time const:lnts. Though values obtained from such recordings are not directly 

comparable with those from DC recordirtgs, they have similar c:1pacity to reflect 

changes incidental to shifts in behavioral state. 

) 

) 
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6. THE I!\'fOI\),fl\ TI00! CO!\TEl\T OF THE 1\ECO\'El\ Y LD.W OF TIIE 

ELECTRODER~IAL RESPO!\SE 
--I 

r showed that during an electrodermal res-
I 

A previous study 

por~sc (EDR) there is frequently a sudden decrease in the hydration of the covered 

skin surface, and that this phenomenon occurs much more often during cognitive 

activity such as listening to instructions than with startle responses. These hydra-

tion responses, which are attributed to absorption of water from the surface, commence 

at about one secor.d after the onset of the skin resistance response (SRR) and reach 

peak in about three to four seconds. Their occurrence is not detennined by the ampli-

tude of the S~R but is ass_ociated with the presence of positive waves in the skin po-· 

tential response (SPR). Where pure negative SPRs occur, hydration under the electrode 

either increases (Figure 13) or remains unchanged. Thes2 obserrations suggest that 

two different kinds of EDRs might be occurring, a supposition consistent \'.ith con

... ~~_ .. J ~v!oreover, since skin elusions drawn in an earlier study -· .. 
conductance is in part determined by the level of fluid in the sweat ducts and by the 

_ ......... 
\ 

hydration of the corneum'. ,_ ""'"\" an absorption res-·- ........ 
ponse might be expected to speed return of resistance or conductance to base level 

and thereby steepen the recovery limb. An indication of tfis is seen in Figure 13, 

where recovery rate of SCRs in the second panel averages twice that of the first. 

The absoq:·tion response appeared to hold promise as a useful qualitative index 

of behavioral set, but there are serious difficulties in its direct quantitative measure-

ment due to the complicating effects of simultaneous sweat secretion. It was hoped 

that the recovery limb of the SRR or SCR might carry the infonnJ.tion reflected in 

the absor:i):iC•n rcs?onsc ar..d .:?.t the same time be more amenable to quJ.r..:it.:lti\'C. me.:?.sure-
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) mcnt. This section is conccmcd with tl:c dcvdopmcnt of qu~ntit<1tivc methods for 

examining the rccov·:r}' rate of the EDR or.d with an cxamin.:.1jon of its relation to 

other measures and its Sl]dsitivity to behavioral state. 

Method 

E"valuation of the Recovery R~ 

L 
, ... 

···-·-l ho.d developed a measure called the Recovery 
~.,.-.....,j 

Quotient for describing the rate of return of skin resistance to base line after res~ 

ponse to stimulation. They did this by determining the percent recovery reach~d in 

five minutes after peak displacement. Their measure ordinarily was applied to a 

complex long~ lasting response and they interpreted it as an indication of the capacity 

) 
of the central nervous syst~m to reestablish homeostasis following a disturbance. The ... . . 
Recovery Quotient did not deal with wave form and theoretically should be unrelated to 

the measure of concern in this paper. For the present purposes, the recovery limb was, 

as a first approximation, assumed to be exponential, a conclusion also reac!J.ed by 

{_ J One fundamental characterj.stic of such a curve, its rate constant, 

or i!l reciprocal terrns its time constant, is independent of amplitude and was selected 

as a best first approximation of r1~covery rate. It is viewed as a useful reflection of 

this rate, but not as indicating a truly exponential form for the recovery limb. ExamiM 

nation of the expor.ential equation reveals numerous methods for evaluating this con~ 

stant, but two convenient ones were adopted for use in tl1is study. For either one, 

DC recordings are mandatory. 

Ha 1£-time measure. To deteiT.linc the time constant (tc), one should measure 

) 
the time required to attain 63% recovery (i.e., 1- 1/c), but the x-cco\·e:y half-time 

' 
.. .... 1- --- ~--~· ... 1\ t-... ......................... 1;'1""1~1"1 ..... 
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-) relation to tc (tc = 1. 43 t/2) and is more easily mc::tsurcd. It can be quickly deter-
/ 

mined by the usc of a transp.:uent overlay containing a series of parallel horizontal 

lines bisected by a single vertical line. The central parallel line is made longer 

than all the rest and contains a metric scale on ~he rig:1t side of the vertical, with 

zero at the intersection. T11e vertical line is made to pass through the peak of the 

wave perpendicular to the base line. The template is moved up and down until the 

central line is midway between onset and peak ofthe wave, as indicated by the short 

parallel lines. The distance from the vertical line to the intersection of the central 

horizontal line with the recovery slope is read from the scale and converted to half-

time by the appropriate calibration. This method can only be used on responses which 
-~. 

recover at least SO% before a second response occurs. 

Curve-matching. A second method is based on curve-matching. As seen in 

Figure 14a, if ~he members. of a class of responses of differing amplitudes all have 

the same recovery time constant, it is possible to superimpose them on a single 

exponential curve. One may use a transparent overlay bearing a family of exponential 

curves of known time constant (obtained, for example, by recordings of a condenser 

discharge throt:.gh various resistances). The tc for any respr.mse may be quickly deter-

mined by placing the overlay s~ch that its base line (asymptote) is horizontal and passes 

through the point of onset ·)[the response. A straightedge is then held against the 10\ver 

margin of the overlay, which should be parallel to the base line, and the overlay is 

moved horizontally until one of the standard curves coincides with the recovery limb 

or a best inteq:olatio:1 is made (Figure 1-±b). 

) Each of the above methods has its advantages and clisadvant~ges. The half-time 
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Figure 14a. Drawing of three electrodermal responses of different amplitudes but 
same recovery rate superimposed upon an exponential curve. 
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Figure 14b. Illustration of curve-matching to determine the "time constant" of 
the steepest porJon of the recovery limb.· 
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not recover by so;~ priol- to onset of a subsequent wave an:J cannot be evaluated. The 

curve-matching method is somc•slwt more difficult; it soon becomes clear tho.t many 

waves depart from the e;-..-ponential shape and matching is :tmbig11ous. However, by 

using the early portion of recovery just after the steepest slope has been reached, 

satisfactory matching can be made for practically any response. Since this co.n be 

done on a portion which reaches only ~5 to 30% of recove:::y, many more waves lend 

themselves to thls measure than tJ the half-time measure. As might be expected, 

curvilinear recording produces a distortion in the recovery limb which becomes appre-

ciable if the writeout e:;...1:ends beyond the middle third of the scale. The hall-time 

measure is therefore recommended for curvilinear recordings since it is possible to 

make objective corrections for this effect, for example, using an overlay with an appro-

priately curved vertical line. Corrections for the curvilinear effect in curve-matching 

is considerably more difficult a.nd more approximate, and it is recommended that the 

use of this method b~ restricted to rectilinear recordings or to the middle third of 

the curvilinear scale. 

Procedure 

Subjects were 106 nonnal adults of both sexes, ages 17 to 45. The number used 

in each experiment varied and is indicated in the presentation of results. Each e;..."'Peri-

ment was run en a different population. Electrodes were silver-silve~ chloride plates 

applied to masked sites, 1/4-inch diameter, with a thickening agent in 0. L\1 i'\aCl as .. 
an electrode paste. A constant current bridge (current density 8 microarnp/crn 2) was 

used to obtain SRRs and a constant voltage. bridge (0. 75 V across two active sites) for 

SCR' - \ All exosomatic elcctrodcrmn.l pbccmen~s were on the vob.r ....._.., 
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hJ.nd. For potcntiJ.l rcconlin;;s, the reference elcct1·ock wa!;; over the uln::tr bone, 

one-fifth t)lC distance from elbow to wrist. I-Iydrodon was measured with the contact 
! __ __..,. ·---- • 

-~r the pbcement being on the volar sur-device de sc ribcd e lscwhcrc 

face of the fingertip. Recording of the above variables_was accomplished using a 

directly-coupled I3cc~man Type R Dynograph. In one series ::>f runs, a reflectance - . 

plethysmograph unit was applied to the thenar eminence of the non-preferred hand 

and finger pulse volume was recorded using co.pacitance-cou:Jled amplification 
,~-- ~----- ...... -~----l . 
..____ .. 

The subject was seated in a small room and after a 15-minute stabilization 

p~riod was exposed to stimuli which differed f~r each experiment as described below. 

'""J . 

_ _j-which ·.vas run for another purpose. In this the subject is given a 3-minute 
---

... ---------- -··- -·J 
__ ....,, 

. 
Experiment l. This was a replica of an e).-periment by 

rest period followed by a !-minute task in which he is frustrated by the e).-perimenter 

in his attempts to count back.-wards. He then participates with the experimenter in a 

guessing game in w:1ich the experimenter attempts to guess the number which the sub-

ject selects. If he fails, the subject presses a button which supposedly shocks the 

experimenter. Following this t\';o-minute "aggressive" game, he is given a second 

rest period. 

Exoeriment 2. A mixed series of eight tones and eight light flashes of moderate 

intensity is presented to the subject who has been instructed to rela.""< wi_th his eyes open. 

FollO\'ting this he is instructed as follows: "Tills time, when you hear a tone it will be 

a warning signal fc.r a second one v;hich will occur at any time up to a half-minute 

later. At the sound of the second tone you are to press tllis footswitch as rapidly as 

possible so we car: measure your reQction time. In the same way a light flash '>':ill be 
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a waraing to expect a second Ughl fbsh Gt wli.ich time you o.rc to note the position of 

the moving pointer. A third fl.:lsh will occur shortly o.fter that, at which time you o.re 

to report the letter indicating its position." The inter-stimulus interval for each task 

rongecl from 10 to 30 seconds. The pointer rotated at 60 r.p.m. This series was 

continued until eight trials of each task had been run in randomized order. 

Experiment 3. The subject was told to relax with his eyes open and.was ex-

posed to a series of five tones (approximately 75 db at the subject, 1 second duration) 

presented through a speaker at a varying inter-trial interval (10 to 25 seconds). As 

soon as this habituation series ended, he was instructed for the next sequence which 

followed immediately. In tllis series, tones of the same intensity and range of inter-

t~al intervals as for the·first series c~nstituted signals for a reaction time effort 

(finger-press) ·without a foreperiod. 

) Exoeriment 4. The subject is given two reactior_ time tnals v:ith a foreperiod 

of 4 to 10 seconds. Both warni1i ~and execution signals are 0. 5-second tones delivered 

from a speaker (approximately 65 db at. the subject). These trials were intermixed in 

random order with two word association trials to form a block in which the inter-trial 

interval varied between 20 and 60 seconds. Blocks were repeated \vith two-minute 

intervening rest periods. 

-Exoeriment 5. In this series, run earlier for another purpose! 

the subject wore a contact hydration detector as well as skin resistance and potential 

electrodes. Stimuli were a mixed series of sounds and lights of moderate intensity 

interrupted at intervals with a period of conversation. 

) 
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Results and Discussion 

) 
Characteristics of the Rccovc~1casurc 

Reliability. Inter- scorer reliability of the more subjective of the two methods 

of measuring recovery rate, namely curve-matching, \'{as detcnnined by having each 

of three individuals score the same 30 isolated responses chosen at random by a 

lottery method from a populadon of 100 useable responses. Time constants ranged 

from 2. 2 to 7. 2 seconds. The Kendall coefficient of concordance among their scores 

'· 
was 0. 93. The time consumed in making a single measurement was approximately 

seven seconds. Despite the high inter- scorer reliability indicated in the measurement 

of isolated responses, i.e. , responses which 9ccurred at least five seconds after the 

peak of the last previous response, there is an apparent source of error in the measure ... 

ment of recovery rates of responses which themselves fall on the steep portion of the 

) 
recovery limb of a previous larger wave. For this reason, scoring of responses is 

best accomplished on waves which occur at least ten seconds after the peak of the 

preceding wave. 

Relation between tc and t/2. The reliability of the half-time measure should 

be even greater than that of the curve-matching measure, in view of the rigorous method . . 

by which it is obtained. It does, however, frequently demand the reading of very short 

time intervals with precision, a chore which can be difficult when for convenience in 

making other measurements, slow paper speeds are used, e.g., 1 mni per second. 

To see how the two measures compared, 22 consecutive responses 'recorded with 

rectilinear pens were analyzed by two persons, each using one of the two methods. 

Time constants ranged from 1. 6 to 8. 7 seconds. The mean values for tc and t/2 res-

) 
nectivelvwere 5.40 and 3.88 seconds. The ratio of these values, 1.39,agrees rather 
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) well with the theoretical ratio of 1. 43. The product-moment corrcl.::ttion bC'':wcen tc 

and t/2, 0. 94, can be regarded as a combined test both of the accuracy of measure-. 

ment and of the validity of the exponential treatment. This result, together with the 

.- ....... , 

-•) 
.. 

) 

1. 39 ratio, implies that either measure is acceptable, and that the portion of the curve 

used does not deviate appreciably from an e:-.-poncntial form. 

~esistancc vs. conductance responses. In some instances responses were 

meas':lred concurrently from two sites, one with a constar;t voltage bridge, the other 

with constant current. ~ecovery half-times were detennined for corresponding SCRs 

and SRRs and found to be highly correlated, though different in absolute magnitude. 

Correlations between 20 pairs of responses ?n each of three subjects were . 83, • 82 

and • 95. Mean values for measurements on SCR and SRR respectively were: subject 

A, 4.9/6.3; subject B, 3.6/7.3; subject C, 3.6/3.8. Thus although either SCR or 

SRR may be used for studying changes in recovery rate, if individuals are to be com

pared it would be desirable to standardize on one of the t\vo systems. Differences be

tween the mean SCR and SRR value_s, however, may well ::::eflect differences between 

sites rather than bet\veen methods of recording, since despite high correlations, 

appreciable differences are found bet\veen measures taker. from simultanous palmar 

and dorsal SRRs as seen in the example in Figure 18, 

Relation of recovery rate to amolitude. The assunption of an exponential fom1 

for the recovery limb implies that the rate constant should be independent of amplitude. 

This assumption was tested by an examination of the relation of recovery rates to 

amplitude using the half-time measure on 20 SCRs from e:tch of six subjects. The 

product-moment correlations were .21, -.20, .28, .62, .74 and .19. These results 

.: - ~.: .... .... ... ...... .. t.. ..... ... .... - ...... 1 :: ......... ~ ...l ....... .: - - ~ ... - -- j: - - -- -- - ...... -
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tv:o may for some subjects be related through a common influence. The po5itive 

signs for the two si[:ttificant correbtions (. 62 and . 74) would indicate that there is 

a tendency in some subjects for responses of higher amplitudes to be associated with 

slower recovery rates. 

Rcl.:l.tion to nositivc SPR. From the relations described in the introductory 

section, it was predicted that positive SPRs should be associated with fast recovery 

rates. Out of 30 subjects ron in Experiment 2, 13 showed both clear positive SPRs 

(biphasic) and ''purz" negative SPRs. These were used for the comparison. Since 

the magnitude of positive-going activity associated with a negative SPR cannot at 

present be quantitatively evaluated r a test of association - -· 
rather than correlation was made. In each case t\vo clearly uniphasic negative res-

) ponses and two birhasic responses with a pronounced posit.ve deflection were selected 

from the skin potential record. The ti:ne constants of the correspont;!ing skin resis-

tance responses were measured and for 12 of the 13 subjects the average time constant 

associated with positive SPRs was shorter than that associated v.ith "pure" negative 

SPRs. Tne respe:tive group means were 3. 7 and 7. 4 seconds \P < . 005). Amplitudes . 

. . 
in the two categories were not significantly different, although responses accompanying 

positive.S?Rs tended to be some\'ihat larger, the mean log ratio being 0.126, equivalent 

to an amplitude ra.tio of 1.34:1. If anything this would reduce the. differences betv:e'en 

time constants rather than account for them. 

The relation of recovery rate to occurrence of absorption responses was also 

examined for an associative relationship rather than a corrcladon because abso17~ion, 

like the pJsi'd·:c~ SPR, is (l.ifficult to measure quo.ntitativcly . -[.: Data 
·~. --"-- .... -. -~· 
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tro.cc showing marked absorption and two showing an incr~asc in h:,·dration were 

selected in a rand·Jmizcd manner, without regard to stimulus. The time constants 

of the recovery limbs of the corresponding SRRs were measured and an inter-individual 

comparison made between the two categories. In 12 of' the 13 subjects exo.mined, recovery 

was faster in association with absorption (p < .001). The group means were 6.0 and 9.1. 

The association of faster rccove1y rate with the occurrence of absorption responses 

and with positive SPRs is consistent with the third comblnc.tlon of these variables, 

namely that between occurrence of absorption and of positive SPRs previously reported 

Sensitivity to BchaviorarState 

Both measures, t/2 and tc, proved highly sensitive to change in behavioral set. 

) In some cases, for example in the comparison of a rest period with a task period, the 

conventional amp.itude or frequency measures would discriminate just as well, but the 

strength of the recovery rate in differentiating between conditions did not depend upon 

ar:1plitude. Moreover, in many cases, it distinguished between conditions when arnpli· 

tude per se could not. In this initial examination of the resolving strength of this 

measure, t/2 has been sampled in some experiments, tc in others. Each clearly 

demonstrated its value, and the choice of which to use is largely a matter of preference. 

The results of the various experiments are presented below. 

~eriment 1:_ Rest vs. aggressive game. In examining differences between 

the recovery limb half-times of spontaneous waves in the rest period and those during 

the aggressive game, an effort was mo.de to minir:1ize any intrusion of an amplitUde 

) effect. The first three responses of at le.J.st 5 mm ampLitude whlch met the huli-til:le 
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subjects these were taken from the pre-task rest period, for the other hall from the 

post-task period. 1l1e first three responses from the game period which fell in the 

same amplitude range as those of the rest period were used for comparison. Figure 

15 shows representative strips taken from each of these periods. The pre-task ansJ 

post-task rclaxa~ion periods (upper and lower panels) both show responses which re-. -
cover more gradually than those during the task period. As for the other subjects, 

t/2 in the pre- and post-task periods are rather similar. It is significant that the 

sharpening of the recovery limb started during the instruction period. A portion of 

the instruction period is shown in the section of the middle strip to the left of the 

arrow designating start of the task. The group mean t/2 for the rest period was 5.6 

seconds and for the task· period 3. 3 seconds (p < . 001). All of the 12 subjects showed 

a reduction during the aggressive game, the mean decrease being 41% (Tables 3 and 4). 

) The amplitudes of the two groups of response samples were well matched and the small 

mean difference of 12% with the task responses being larger fell far short of significance 

(t= .87). 

Experiment 2: Simple stimuli vs. signals. The half-time measure was also 

used in this comparison made on 16 other subjects. Here the responses to light flashes 

during the relaxation period before instructions were corr.pared with responses to the 

wanting lights (not the execution signal) for the perceptual task. The last three useable 

responses during the _rest period. were compared with the first three useable responses 

during the task period. An acceleration of recovery rate occurred J.n·13 of the _16 sub-

jects (Table 4) when the light flash took on signal properties. The average decrease 

in t/2 was 29% (p < . OS). The amplitudes of the response samples averaged 9% less 

) during tre task period (t = 1.14. NS). 
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Figure 15. Recordlngs of skin couductance during pre-task rest (upper), 
instructions and task (middle) and post-task (lower), showing- acceleration 
of recovery rate during instructions and task. Illustration of half-time 

) measure is shown in lower trace. Time line is 10 seconds. 
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Table 3. Comparison of average values of recovery half-time (t/2) for resting state 
and guessing game task in 12 subjects. 

Subject 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

Table 4. 

N n 

12 12 

16 13 

35 32 

Resting 

6.7 
5.0 
4.9. 
5.7 
5.3 
7.5 
3.6 

10.0 
3.9 
3 .. 9 
2.2 
8.1 

t/2 (seconds) 

Task 

5.6 
3.6 
3.1 
3.1 
2.9 
2.8 
3.1 
5.0 
3.2 
2.9 
1.7 
3.1 

% Qhange 

-16 
-28 
-33 
-46 
-45 
-63 
-14 
-50 
-22 
-26 
-23 
-63 

Summary of results from three e:-..-periments sh:)wing change in recovery 
:rate with change in stimulus condition. Symbol "n" designates number of 
subjects who showed a decrease. 

Mean 
Measure Change 

Used Condition A Condition B A to B £ 

t/2 Rest Aggressive Game -2.3 <,001 
5. 6 sec 3.3 sec ( -41%) 

t/2 Li~ht Flashes Perceptual Task -2.3 <.05 
7. sec 5. 6 sec ( -29%) 

• 

t.c. Tones Reaction Time -5.5 <.001 
10.4 sec 4. 9 sec (-53%) 
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Exnerimcnt 3: Simole tones vs. rco.ction time effort. The cur:c-mo.tcPJng 
~~~--- . .... =· ·~--"'"' 

method was used to determine tc on the 35 subjects used in this experiment. The 

largest response to the five tomes presented during the habituation series was com· 

pared with the response which was nearest in a~nplitude during the five reaction time 

trials. Of the 35 subjects, 32 showed acceleration of the rec.ovcry limb during the 

reaction time series, as seen in the representative example if Figure 16. The mean 

decrease in recovery limb tc for the group was 53 percent (p < .001). The mean tc 

presentation of non-signal tones was 10.4 seconds for this population (Table 4). In 

Experiment 2, the mean half time for responses t<? non- signal light flashes was 7. 9 

seconds. Converting this to tc by multiplying by 1.43 gives 10.3 seconds, in remarkable 

agreement with the results of Experiment 3, This similarity though perhaps fortuitous 

provides an added degree of confidence in the measure. 

) 
Change in Arousal 

So far this section has been concerned with the power of the recovery rate in 

discriminating between responses in tvro qualitatively different stimulus situations. It 

can ?-pparently also distinguish between t:\vo similar stimulus periods in which the state 

of the subject is different. Representative examples may help illustrate this point 

without statistical treatment. Figure 17 shows strips fr:Jm t:\vo consecutive blocks in 

Experiment 4. In trace A, the subject is exposed to his first block of reaction time 

and word association stimuli. In trace B taken from a later block, the subject has 

apparently habituated to the situation, as indicated by reduction in response amplitude 

and by the fact :hat he has ceased responding to the alerting signal for the reaction 

) time trials. The slO\ving of the recovery limb with repeated trials is especially marked 
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Figure 16. Representative skin conductance recordings from Experiment 3 
sho\ving acceleration of recovery rate during reaction time trials. Time line 
is 10 seconds. 
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Figure 17. Recordings of skin resistance from blocks 1 (upper) and 2 (lower) 
of Experiment 4 showing slowing of recovery rate with adaptation. Stimuli are 
reaction time trials (RT) and word association trials (WA). ·vertical calibration 
line is 25 K; time line, 10 seconds. Resistance of u9per trJ.ce is 200 K, lower 

trace 190 K. 
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tendency, only 7 of these showed an increase of over 305';. 

The recovery limb may also distinguish between respor,scs to dissimilar stimuli 

in the same task perle-d. An example is shown in Figure 18, taken from E>."J)erimcnt 

2. It shows simultaneous recordings from the dorsal and palmar surfaces of the fingers 

of two individuals. The letter A indicates an alerting signal for a forthcoming reaction 

time trial and E, the execution signal. S denotes a spontaneous wave occurring during 

th~ foreperiod. The number below each response is the value of its time constant. 

For the first subject 1 the spontaneous response has about the same time constant as 

does the alerting response, but the execution response is considerably faster. The 

dorsal and palmar surfaces reflect this same pattern despite absolute differences in 

their recovery rates. For the second subject, the constant for the spontaneous res-

ponse is over twice as long as that for alerting; the constant for the execution response 

is also longer. The difference between recovery rates of responses to alerting and 

execution responses is in general not a reliable one, but six of the 19 subjects did show 

an appreciable difference between the two. Two were significant at the . 005 level of 

confidence, three at the .025 level and one at the .05 level. In five of these six cases, 

the shorter tc occurred with the execution signal. 

Individual Differences 

The sensitivity of the recovery rate to differences in stimulus condition and ir.. 

state of the subject suggested that inter-individual differences in recovery rate, seen 

for example in Table 3, might be associated \\lith differences in characteristic behavior 

pattern. The behavioral index chosen to test this idea, namely rate of habituation to 

tones or to reaction tiine trials, was deri\·ed from Experiment 3. The quotient of the .. 
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Figure 18. Simultaneous recordings of skin resistance from dorsal surface of 
the finger (upper) and palmar surface (lower) from two sub~ ects. Stimuli are 
alerting tone (A) and execution tone (E) for a reaction time trial. S denotes a 
spontaneous response. Numbers denote recovery limb tim~ constants in seconds. 

·Time line is 10 seconds. 
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of habitu~tion r~te, higher v~lues indic~ting faster h~bituation. Time const~nt measures 

were taken only from the re~ction time series and for 35 of the subjects were the same 

as obtained for the earlier analysis of this experiment. In 18 other subjects who showed 

no responses to the tones, tlu;i response of median amplitude was used. The group 

correlations between this time constant and the various measures of habituation are 

shown in Table 5. Comparison of tc with rate of habituation of the reaction time res-

Table 5. Summary of results from Experiment 3 showing product-moment correlation 

N 

53 

32 

51 

between recovery rate and habituation rate. · 

Habituation 
Measure 

SCR during 
Reaction Time 

SCR during 
Tones 

FPV Change 
during Tones 

r 

.33 

.13 

. 30 

<.05 

NS 

<.05 

ponses ( r = . 33, N = 53, p < . 05), shows that individuals with fast recovery rates tend 

to habituate more s~owly during the reaction time series. 

Of these 53 subjects there were 32 whose records permitted analysis of habitua-

tion rate of the SCR during the tone series. The correlation between this measure of 

habituation and the -:ime constant was very low and not significant. However, when. 

instead of SCR, finger pulse volune change was used as the response measure, the 

rate of habituation to tones shmved a significant correlation \'.ith tc (r = . 30, N = 51, 
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gression. The t,\'O positive correlations found between r-ecovery limb tc and different 

habituation measures indicate that individuals with fast r~covery rates tend to habi

tuate more slow1y (Table 5). 

Conclusions 

It has been demonstrated that the time constant o:- the half-time of the recovery 

limb of the exosomatic electroderinal response can be used to distinguish between a 

resting state and a task state, between responses to the same physical stimulus under 

qualitatively different sets, between responses to the same stimulus at different stages 

of habituation arcl finally bet\veen individuals who habituate at different rates. In some 

cases, significant discrimination would also have been rr,ade by treatment of amplitude 

data but in other cases, amplitude could not have distinguished bet\veen the two condi-

) tions. The rate of recovery accelerated markedly under three conditi.ons, all of which 

involved activation fr'?m a resting state for performance of a task: .However activation 

per se does not imply acceleration of the recovery limb. Bursts of strong spontaneous 

activity during "rela."<ation" periods were composed of EDRs showing the gentle recovery 

limbs characteristic of isolated responses elsewhere in :he rest period. A reasonable 

interpretation is that fast recovery rates reflect a mobilization for goal-directed be

havior. Spontaceous activation during rest does not possess this quality. To the 

extent that slow habituation represents longer maintenan::e of a set to respond, the 

inter-individual relation bet\veen fast recovery limbs and slow habitu,ation rates is 

consistent with such an interpretation. For the electrodermal (~ut not the vasomotor) 

response the difference in the relationship between tc and habituation rate for the reaction 

ti.'11e series, where it was appreciable, a.t1d for the tone sE.:ries, where it was·ncgligible, 
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These fir:din:;s also have an impona.r.t implication in re:;ard to the n::1ture of 

elcctrodcnno.l activity. 111e recovery Umb time constant is a n.:sponse ch.:Iracteris-

tic by which two cxosomatic electrodermal responses may be qu:!litatively differentiated 

according to the nJ.ture of the stimulus. Another method is by comparison of relative 

amplitudes of palmar and dorsal finger responses 
, 

-··· 
\ This r 

---.: 

stimulus specificity 1 together with the independence of th3 recovery rate from a direct 

amplitude effect, its relation to the occurrence of positive components in the SPR and 

its relation to the oc.currence o~ absorption waves suggests the existence of a second 

component in the EDR unde.r independent control. The steeper recovery slopes ap;>arcnt· 

ly associated with goJ.l-directed activation are viewed as representing the a.ctivity of 

a sweat reabsorption mechanism which in some way serv~s as an adaptive process 

during such behavior. 
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7. THE ELECTRO:JER0.IAL RECOVERY LI~r£3 AS A0: J?-:DEX Of.' GOAL-DIRECTED 

13EIL\ \'IOR 

It was demonstrated in Section 6 that the rate of recovery or on exosomatic clec-

trodermal response varies as a function of the state of behavioral activity of the in-

di\idual, becoming faster when the subject changes from rest to any· of a variety of 
' . 

. . 
tasks. The rate of recovery, which was e::-.-pressed in terms of the time constant (tc) 

of_ the exponential region of_ the recovery limb, is faster in the presence of positive-

going skin potential responses, -and in the presence of the recently discovered sweat 

reabsorption response -l Although observations in the initial study 
~-~·-........... 

appeared to indicate that acceleration of recovery rate indicates a mobilization for 

. 
goal-directed behavior, the e\'idence was sug~estive rather tr:an definitive. The tasks 

and stimuli used generally caused an increase in activation level as reflected in electro-

dennal activity or fir.ger vasomotor activity> and an equally t:::nable hypothesis ·,~;ould 

be that acceleration cf recovery rate merely reflects increased general activation. 

The obvious experiment needed is one in which activation is a-:::hie\'ed in one instance 

by task performance, and in the other by a none-task conditio::t, for example, noxious 

stimulation. Such an experiment was one of the key aims of t:Us experiment. 1In 

acdition further data to ·evaluate the degree of the dependence of recovery upon such 

t:.rlngs as response amplitude and base level were needed. Information was also needed 

in regard to the stability of this measure in a given individual over a period of time. 

This section deals with additional findings relevant to some of these questions. 

?\.1ethod 

In one phase cf this experiment a group of 16 male medical stl!dcnts was :-"..:.non 
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were monitored. Twelve of these subjects were tested on four successive occasions 

one week apart, under the same stimulus schcdul?. Five additional subjects were 

zun only on selected tasks from this list. 

Electrodennal electrodes were applied, after which the subject was seated 

and a stabilization period of 12 minutes allowed. The following schedule of conditions 

was followed without randomizing the order. Constant order was used to allow ma.xi-

mum similari:y of the 5 repeat sessions despite the danger of an uncontrolled order 

effect. 

Sequence Duration Situation --
1 2 min. Rela.x (eyes open) 

2 1 1/2 min. Count by ones at own pace 

) 3 1 1/2 min. Cou:1t backward from 500 by 7s. 
A new starting point near 500 
was used on each successive week. 

4 1 1/2 min. Take deep breaths on command 
(3 at approximately 30-second 
intervals) 

5 1 1/2 min. Read aloud 

6 2 min. Mirror tracing 

7 2 min. Relax (eyes open) 

8 40 sec. Cold. pressor (hand immersed to 
wrist in ice water) 

Time constants were measured \vith the curve-matching overlay technique 

described earlier, the first useable wave followir:g the first lS seconds of each pro-

) cedure bei::1g taken as the sample. One requirement was th:1t the ;vave used should 
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their recovery rates. 11tc o.vemge of the initial and final resistance levels for each 

of the eight procedures was computed for each subject. 

Results 

Effect of Task and Activation on Time Constant 

The time constant (tc) was found to vary cons~dc:-ably as a function of task 

situation, as found in the earlier study. The range of time constants ran from an 

average of 3.1 seconds in the mirror tracing task to 7. S seconds for resting with eY.es 

closed. The time constants for the 8 task conditions were ranked for each of 16 sub-

jects and the average rank for each task computed. Results are seen in Table 6. The 

• 
Table 6. Average ran..l(s and standard deviations for each of 8 task conditions on 16 

subjects •. 

) 
Condition Order Run Rank S.D. 

Rest (eyes closed) 7 2. 5 (longest tc) 1.5 
Rest (eyes open) 1 3.2 1.5 
Cold Pressor 8 3.3 2.3 
Deep Breath 4 4.2 2.2 
Count Forward 2 4.8 2.0 
Count Back.·ward 3 5.2 1.9 
Read Aloud 5 5.9 2.0 
~tirror Tracing 6 6.4 1.5 

----
average ran.."t(s have been arranged in order \vith the longest tc at the top. The order 

in which these procedures were run is also shown, and a Spearman's rho test indi-

cated no signifi·:ant relation between the ranks of the time constants and the order 

nm (rho = - • 05, N. S.). A\\' ilcoxon signed- ran!-::s test 3howed that many of ul.ese 
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test) arc shown in Table 7. Slowest recoveries were associated with the two rest 

conditions and with the cold pressor exposure. TI1c remaining conditions appear to 

rank themselves essentially in order of increasing task complexity. 

In view of the fact that recovery rate during the ice water exposure was not 

significantly different from that at rest, although that of_ the last 4 tasks was, it 

appears that activation per se is not an adequate condition for acceleration of electro

dermal recovery. One may challenge the contention that the cold pressor was as 

activating as mirror tracing, b)-lt the report of strong pain by 14 of 16 subjects would 

suggest that there at least occurred the kind of arousal associated with strong noxious 

stimulation. Moreover, mean skin conductance levels fer the test population we~e 

very similar·for the colcfpressor and mirror tracing cor.ditions, being 28.1 and 

27.6 micromhos/cm2 respectively (t = 0.36, N.S.). The rate of change of skin 

) resistance during these two tasks also did not differ (t = 0.12, N. S. ), nor did the 

frequency of spontaneous responses (t = 0.12, N. S.). Thus, at least according to a 

few so-called electrodermal activation measures, activation levels during ice water 

exposure and m~rror tracing were not demonstrably different, although both differed 

from the resting condition. 

Twelve of the above 16 subjects were run once per week for 5 weeks and an 

analysis of variance was performed on the time constants (Table 8). This also t..~emon

strated a significant difference between tasks (p <.001). 

A final test of the sensitivity of tc to differences in task situation was by 

analysis of the similarity of rankings of these tasks across the 16 subjects, using 

Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance. This confirmed the significance of the differ en-

) tiation 0V= .31, X2 =34, p<.OOl). 
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Table 6. Average ranks and stand:nd dt.!viations for each of S task conditic,ns 0:1 

16 subjects. 

Condition Order Run Rank S.D. 

---
Rest (eyes closed) 7 2. 5 (longest tc) 1.5 
Rest (eyes open) 1 3.2 1.5 
Cold Pressor 8 3.8 2.3 
Deep Breath 4 4.2 2.2 
Count Forward 2 4.8 2.0 
Count Back.-ward 3 5.2 1.9 
Read Aloud 5 5.9 2.0 
Mirror Tracing 6 6.4 1.5 

. 
Table 7. Levels of significance of Wilcoxon signed-ranks test for various combinations 

of task situations. 

Backward Deep Cold Rest (Eyes Rest (Eyes 
Condition Counting Breath Pressor Open) Closed) 

. 
N!irror Tracing • 05 .02 .01 .002 .005 
Reading Aloud .03 .03 .02 .005 
Backward Counting .005 
Deep Breath .1 

§tability of the Time Constant in Repeated Trials 

Not only did the tc offer a stable index of differences between task situations, 

but also of differences between subjects. The analyses of variance of the tc's of 12 

subjects run in t.1e eight task sitUations on each of 5 consecutive weeks (Table 8) 
• 

demonstrated a significant difference between subjects (p <.001). In addition there 

was a sigaificant task-by-subject interaction (p <. 005) as well as the difference be-

tween tasks already noted. 
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. Table 8. Analysis of variance of time consw.nt d.:lta from 12 subjects, run in 12 task 
situations on 5 consecutive weeks 

Mean 
Source df Square F p 

Subjects 11 109.7 14~5 <.001 
Tasks 1 355.0 47.0 <.001 
Subjects x Tasks 11 28.4 3.8' <.005 

An indication of the stability of d1is measure on repeated trials was obtained 

by examining the degree to which the 12 subjects maintained the same rank for a 

given task, over the 5 sessions. The Kendall Coefficient of Concordance for the 

Back.·ward Counting task \'las • 53 (X2 = 29, p < • 01) and for the cold pressor exposure 

2 
.65 (X = 36, p< .001). These results indicate that a givEn subject may show variation 

) in time constant according to the task, but the magnitude of his time constants takes 

a characteristic position in relation to the rest of the population. ·The 5-week data 

for the backward cc<..mting task are presented graphically in Figure 19. Each vertic:il 

line :represents the 5 -week m~an and± 1 standard deviation of one of the 12 subjects. 

They have been ranked in order of their mean time constants (upper series) and rate 

constants (lower series). The rate constant scale increa::es downward. Note that 

fast recovering subjects are consistently fast and slow :recovering subjects are con-

sistently slow. Note also that the rate constant shows less dependence of variance 

l'T)()n mean (r = -:J.21) than does the time co:1stant (r = 0. 34). The solid circles 
' 

represent the mean rate constants for the cold pressor ccndition over the five weeks 

and in every case they are slower than those for back.·ward countin~. An e:x.1mple of 

) the range of time constant means over the S conditions for the 5 weeks for a single 
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Figure 19. t-.feans and+ 1 SO of recovery limb time constants (upper group) and 
rate constants (lower group) for each of 12 subjects tested over 5 consecutive 
weeks. VerticJ.lline data are for the backward counting task. Solid circles 
represent the corresponding means for the cold pressor rate constants. 
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subject chosen a;: random is given in Figure 20. Each vertical line represents the 

mean time constant± 1 standard dcviotion. 

Thus the recovery limb measure, preferably its rate constant, constitutes a 

rather stable measure of differences in behavioral situations, and appears to rcfle~t 

the level of involvement in goal-oriented performance •. Jt is capable of discrimination 

under conditions in which base conductance level and (from the earlier study) skin 

conductance response amplitude do not. 

Relation of tc to Conductance Level 

Although conductance usually increases when a resting subject b~comes activated 

for a task, there is no r~ason to suspect a necessary correlation between conductance 

and tc, i .. e., tha.t the two are causally related. If the type of activation which produces 

) a rise in conduc:ance does not entail mobilization for a goal-directed task, it is to be 

expected that the s:orrelation would break down. This predictio:1.was tested upon a 

group of 21 subjects. Two tasks were chosen, both activating, but only one of them 

. involving a cognitive task. The first was a Cold Pressor exposure, the second, the 

Back.-ward Counting task. Correlations were essentially as predicted. The Pearson's 
I 

r between SC and tc during Cold Pressor was -. 23 (N. S .) whereas that for Bad .. -....-ard 

Counting was -0.49 (p < .05). The above determinations are in themselves inadequate 

to justify the conclusion that i::c is independent of skin conductance level. Another 

an-:1lysis does, however, point toward such a conclusion. The 9ata for the above cor-

rekt !oml analysis was subjected to a t-test for differences ber,veen tasks. The time 

conf:~ .... ~:ts were significantly different (p <.01), but the SC levels were not. 

) 
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REC REO CP DB CF CB RA MT 

' Figure 20. Means and+ 1 SD of recovery limb time constants for a single subject 
for each of 8 conditions over a series of 5 consecutive ·weeks. Abbreviations are: 
REC, resting (eyes closed); REO) resting (eyes open); CP, cold pressor; DI3, deep 
breaths; CF) counting forward; CB) counting bacbvard; RA, reading aloud; ::...IT) 
mirror tracing. 
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R~l~tion of Tim·~ Const:lnl to P·;rfon~1nnce 

The earlier interpretation that the recovery limb time constant ·.•:as rel.:ltcd to 

mobilization for goal-directed activity implied a relation between the degree to which 

mobilization occurred and the level of perf'··mance. 1l1c relationships between tc 

and two measur·~s of performance in the fud."'\Yard Counting (by 7's) task were examined. 

One measure w_as the number of errors made, the other the rate of counting. The 

number of errors was determined by determining the number of times subtraction of 

seven from d1e previous number was in error. 1be rate was expressed in terms of 

total span for d1e back."'\vard count in the 90 seconds allowed. Results on a population 

of 12 showed that subjects with shorter time constants tended to count faster {t = 1. 96) 

and to make fe\ver errors (t = 1. 82). Levels of confider.ce for these, using a two-

tailed test, were at the 0.1 level. {Note: Although t..1e direction was predicted, this 

) 
investigator has discontinued the usc of one-tailed tests). 

Functional Interpretation 

In looking for a functional interpretation, one mc::.y point to the results of 

experiments over the last several years which show me relation of the recovery limb 

to rate of reabsorption of sweat. In some recent experiments, a new method has been 

utilized for demonstratillg iliis relation. If a prism is illuminated for maximum internal 

reflection and placed on the skin as was done by 
...... ·•fl". 

_..\sweat droplets 

appear as black points on a white field. This meiliod may be carri.e<j to its logical . 

next stage, naoely, the placement of a photocell at the proper point in the light path 

to ir.tegrate and follo'.v the field of punctate sweat droplets. FigJre 21 shows such a 

) recor-ding. Tr.e o.bbr;;viation OSR refers to what I call :he optical swe.:lt response, the 

..,._! !"~---- --- ..... J ... t4 ........ t.. .... - ... ~.- ......... ...l_.. ..... _,.., .. , ... <"'lt-1-. .............. l--a 
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SCR~------~--r-~ 

OSR__r-

SCR~ 

OSR • 

Figure 21. Simultaneous tracing of skin conductance response and optical swe.:1t 
response from each of two subjects. Time marks are 10 seconds. 
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covered by a glass pbte, do not simply accumulo.te on the surface during. and follow

ing a response, but are immediately reJbsorbed, so that d3sp(te continuing activity, 

the moisture content of the surface remains relatively constant. The second point 

of interest is that when the skin conductance trace shows slow recovery limbs as in. 

the upper pair, so does the optical sweat response as compared with the lower pair 

in which electrical and optical recovery rates are rapid. Such demonstrations, along 

with those already :reported using other methods, imply that changes in the recovery 

limb are at least in part indicative of a change in the rate of the reabsorption process. 

Because differences in the state of hydration of the skin surface are known to 

influence tactile and manipulative perfonnance, one is tempted to hypothesize that 

control of reabsorption, like control of sweating, may be part of the adaptive prepara

tion for these types of behavior. This· may explain the apparent relation of recovery 

rate to mobilization for goal-oriented performance. 

Conclusions 

The time constant measure appears to be capable of reflecting differences Lr1 :- e~ 

havioral situations with a relatively high resolution. It hc.s been demonstrated to dis

criminate when the base level measures did' not, and in the earlier study when amplitude 

did not. It is relatively stable over time, at least insofar as the position of an individual 

in a group is concerned. Finally, since tc is lm\gest with the subject at rest or exposed 

to a cold pressor task, and becomes progressively shorter as the task becomes more 

goal-directed (calculation, reading, and mirror tracing), the findings support the 

. earlier interpretation of tc as reflecting mobilization for goal-directed performance. 
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12. \'.-\SCUL.:\R EFFECTS UPO~ Sl:I:--: fOTEt~TL\L 

Althou...,.h' 
------·o---· ...... __ , ______ .,_.- -··- -------... -....... ..:1:-l 

\produced cxpcri-0 ,.,--..... ~ 

mental cvid~nce that vascular changes pl:ly only a negligible role, if any, in 

accounting for electrodermal activity, the focus of these experiments was upon 

conductance changes. The possibility thJ.t vasomotor cffG!cts could account for at 

least some skin potential changes remained. Tnc observation that potential rc-

spc,tses rould be recorded from the nail bed which is devoid of swe-.at giands 
•.......:e-=-~. 

I ' ·suggested that blood vessels m1ght indeed account for some pot-
-~. ~-

entLll shifts observable at the skin surface. 

This study examines the possible role of-vasomotor changes in producing 

change of surface potential. The approach was to induce alterations in the state 

of peripheral vessels by mechanical IT_leans ,and to observe any concomitant potential 

changes not ascribable to central reflex effect. Venous occlusion was used as a 

:::nethod for engorgL,g the veins while maintaining flow a.nd arterial occlusion for 
ll .. 

interrupting flow without engorgement. A simultaneous recording of a non~occluded 

homologous contralateral sf\vould serve as a con~rol for. centrally induced changes 

in potential. 

Method 

Svbjects v;~re 11 males and 2 females in u.1e age range from 18 to 42. Skin 

potential (SP) was recorded from the palmar and the dorsal surfaces of the middle 

phalan.x of the middle finger of each hand. Each site was recorded with reference to 

an inactive skin site above the ipsibter<!l clavicle. This reference v:as chosen to be 

outside t.1e occluded region so that comr..on-mode effects would not c~ncel out elicited 
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changes. A direct-coupled reflectance pkthysrnograph was attached to the d':>rsum 

of the middle segment of the index finger of the experimental arm, i.e., the arm 

around which the blood pressure cuff was placed. 

Procedure 

The pressure cuff around the upper part of the experimental arm was rapidly 

inflated to 60 mm Hg or to 180 mm Hg and kept at that p=essurc for one minute. 

Follo.wing deflation at the end of the one minute period of inflation a rest period of 

one to t\vo minutes preceded the next inflation. Each§. received at least 5 trials at 

60 and at lea.st 4 at 180 mm Hg. The experimental arm was alternated from one~ 

to the next. Inflation of .the cuff to 60 mm Hg prevented venous return from the arm 

. . 
and lead the arm to become engorged distal to the cuff cue to the unimpeded arterial 

) flow. Inflation to 180 mm Hg collapses both the arterial and veoous systems, thereby 

completely occluding blood flow to the arm below the cuff. Plethysmographic record-

) 

-
ings confirmed these differential hemodynamic effects associated with the t\VO levels 

of pressure. 

Data Treatment 

The analysis was guided by the need to answer two experimental questions. 

/--·First, does either of the r.wo jnflation pressures result in 11uctuations of SPat 

e.xperimental sites and not at control sites? Second, if shifts of SP level are demon-

st:rated for the experimental sites, are these shifts different for venous engorgement 

than for arter:..al occlusion? 

Each of u.l.e four SP channels was scored identically. Since it appeared that t..l.e 

neriod of rrreatest chJllge in the t:\'.'0 experimental char_nels occurred about 5 seconds 
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measuring the difference in potential between the reference point and a second point 

10 seconds earlier. Likewi<>e the SP slope was also fou,nd between the reference 

\ . 
point and the level of SPat a point' 10 seconds later. If the change durjng any 10 

second period was towards increasing positivity the slope score was also assigned 

a positive sign, and conversely. A change score ( LJ-slope) was calculated from 

. the two slopes by taking the absolute difference between them. Thus, each 6 -slope 

score represented the magnitude of the algebraic change in slope between the first 

and last 10 seconds of the 20-second scoring period, independent of the direction of 

c.ha.nge. 

Results 

Comparison of Exoerimental Versus Control Sites 

It was predicted that either engorgement, occlusion or both would lead to 

alterations in SP levels at the experimental sites but not at control sites. This 

assumption was tested by a bet:vreen -~ comparison of 6 -sl?pe scores between 

experimental and control sites. Analyses viere accompllshed separately" for the 

180 mm and 60 mm conditions and, within each of these, palmar and dorsal compar-

-----· Lsons were also exarr1.ined separately. In each of these f:)ur conditions, the average 

~-slope score of the control site was computed for each§_. These average 6-slope 

scores for experimental and control sites across subjects were subsequently sub-

jected to analysis by t-tests for corr~lated means. The results of the four bet:ween-S 

) t-tests are summarized in Table 15. 
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Table 15. Change in slope of SP after release of pressure: between-.§_ comp,uisons 
of cxperimcnt:ll vs. centro 1 s itcs. 

Pressure Level 
-~------··---·---------

Site 

Dorsal 
Palmar 

*p < .01 

60 mm Hg 

3.30* 
3.40* 

180 mm Hg 

5.74* 
5.25* 

The significant levels of. these t analyses indicate that, for the group as a whole, there 

were larger shifts at experimental sites than at control sites. This was true for both 

palmar and dorsal regiq_ns and for both 60 and 180 mm Hg. 

An effort was also made to examine the intra-subject reliability of this effect. 

) This was accomplished, for each of the 13 §_s, by computing four t·rests for correlated 

means, based on the distribution of his A -slope scores across trials. Table 16 in-

,.,...- -· -

) 

dicates how many of these 52 comparisons were significant (i, e., magnitude of SP 

change greater at experimental than at fontrol sites), and at what level of significance . 

Table 16. Change in slope of skin potential: within§. comparisons of experimental vs. 
control sites. Values are in terms of the frequency of each level of signifi
cance obtained by r-test • 

.. ~-
Significance Level 

Condition .01 .OS • 10 Nonsig • 
-"""""'---""""'" ·----'D:"'::III"< ._..._,_ .• ......::l..:::IC:I=""- •. 

60 mm Hg - Dorsal 7 1 2 3 
60 mm Hg - Palmar 5 1 1 6 

180 mm Hg - Dorsal 10 0 1 2 
180 mm Hg ~ Palmar 9 2 0 2 
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Table 15. Change in slope of SP after rclc..1sc of pressure: between-~ comparisons 
o.f cxpcrimcnwl vs. control sites. 

Pressure Level 
------------------------------------------Site 60 mm Hg ISO mm Hg 

·-~-----------------·~-~~--=--·--------_.;-

Dorsal 
Palmar 

*p < .01 

3.30* 
3.40* 

5.74* 
5.25* 

The significant levels of these t analyses indicate that, f::lr the group as a whole, there 

were larger shifts at experimental sites than at control sites. This was true for both 

palmar and dorsal regi~ns and for both 60 and 180 mm Hg. 

An effort was also made to examine the intra-subject reliability of this effect. 

) This was accomplished, for each of the 13 §_s, by compu:ing four t-tests for correlated 

means, based on the distribution of his b. -slope scores across trials. Table 16 in-

,,...- -· 

) 

dicates how many of these 52 comparisons were significant (i.e., magnitude of S P 

change greater at experimental than at control sites), and at \vhat level of significance. 

Table 16. Change in slope of skin potential: within§_ comparisons of experimental vs. 
control sites. Values are in terms of the frequency of each level of signifi· 
cance obtained by t· test. 

Significance Level 

Condition • 01 .05 .10 Nonsig • 
-
60 mm Hg - Dorsal 7 1 2 3 
60 mrn Hg - Palmar 5 1 1 6 

180 mm Hg - Dorsal 10 0 1 2 
180 mm Hg - Palmar 9 2 0 2 

- ---- ---- -- ------
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As CJn be seen f:!:"om this table, at least S of the 13 ~s in each grO'.lp, except 

60 mm Hg- Palmar, demonstrated t values significant at the .05 level or better. 

In addition, the fhysiological recordings for certain comparisons which were not 

significant, clearly appeared to show the experimental. effect, but due to variability 

of the control sit~ significance was not obtained. 

£olarity of SP Shift as a Function of Venous vs. Arterial Occlusion 

The first two analyses confirmed the existence of a shift in SP slofC at a point 

approximately 5 seconds after release of pressure. The two sites on the experimental 

hand exhibited significantly greater SP fluctuations than c::mtrol sites for both 180 and 

60 mm Hg •. However, tbe pattern of change in SP seemeC. different for these two degrees 

of pressure. Typically, with the initiation of venous occ1usion, SP became gradually 

) more negative during occlusion and upon release reversed this trend and became more 

positive beginning about 5 seconds after release. This contrasted with the pattern of 

SP change induced by arterial occlusion. In this condition SP dipped sharply towards 

increasing positivity about midway through the inflation p;;riod and then changed to a 

more negative level, again beginning at a point about 5 seconds following deflation. 

These distinct response patterns for 60 'and 180 mm Hg may be illustrated 

simply by counting the number of ~s whose SP tended to siift in a positive directio~ 

./....-_. following the termination of venous occlusion and in a negative direction upon the 

conclusion of arterial occlusion. Table 17 contains these figures. In three groups 

there was nearly complete congruence; all ~s but one shifted in parallel directions. 

Five §_s in the 60 mm Hg-Dorsal cell shifted ·in a negative direction, but for only 

two of these §_s was this paracoxical reversal at all proncunced. 
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Table 17. Fre=1uency and average m~gnitu(!C of positive and negative SP shifts 
after release of pressure (cxperimcnt::tl sites only). 

----------· 

60 mm Hg __ ___....:,.:. 

Dorsal 
Palmar 

180 rnm Hg 

Dors.al 
Palmar 

Pos. Shift 

8 
13 

0 
1 

Neg. Shift 

5 
0 

13 
12 

X Pos. 

0.31 mv 
0.17 mv 

. X Neg. 

0. 73 mv 
0.56 mv 

The average magnitudes of the positive shifts occurring at the offset of 60 mm 

and of the negative shift following the end of a 180 rnm trial are listed in the last two 

) columns of Table 17. The five subjects whose mean ch<:..nge was negative were not 

included in the 60 rnrn Dorsal mean; likewise, the one subject for whom a positive 

shift appeared after 180 trials and not added to the 180 mm Palmar group for this 

analysis. As these magnitude figures indicate, changes of SP levels that occurred. 

in relation to 180 mm Hg trials were more salient than the less marked shifts associated 

with t.'"le 60 mm Hg .condition. 

Summary 
_,r- ..... 

It has been demonstrated that certain changes in surface potential are consistently 

brought about by manipulation of vascular state. These changes are particularly marked 

during the sudden return from the altered state and may indicate a local reflex in\·olving 

compensatory changes in smooth muscle of the blood vessels. This experiment coes 

) 
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not <!~monstrJ.tc th.1t such chonges arc also produced by central effects but such 

a likelihood is made pl.tusiblc by these findings. While scconc!.lry alterations, e.g., 

of sweat glands 1 could explain these data, the most parsimonious explanation is 

that they reflect loC'll vasomotor alterations. 


